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In Section 7 of ‘On the ubiquity of Gorenstein rings’ [l], Bass discusses (com- 
mutative) one-dimensional noetherian rings without nilpotents; in particular, his 
condition (c), that every ideal be generated by two elements, was shown to be 
equivalent to all intermediate rings contained in the integral closure being 
Gorenstein. He shows [l; 7.31 that these conditions imply that every ideal be projec- 
tive over its endomorphism ring, and asks if the converse holds. We show that the 
converse does indeed hold, and in the course of doing so, we obtain an alternate 
characterization. Specifically, if A’ denotes the integral closure of A in its ring of 
fractions (and A’is finitely generated over A), then any A-module X with A cXCA’ 
must be a ring (with a restriction on at most one prime ideal). Hence as A’/A is of 
finite length, the intermediate rings are very close to each other (related via a com- 
position series); thus the title. 
In what follows, A is a noetherian domain of Krull dimension one with field of 
fractions K; the integral closure of A in K is denoted A’. Theorem 6 is the advertised 
result; however, we require a few completely straightforward lemmas. 
1. Lemma. Let N be a nonzero ideal of A that is projective. Then there exist lattice 
isomorphisms among the three lattices of A-modules: 
{XIN2cXcN} - {YINcYcA} - {z IAcZCN-I}, 
X c-- XN-’ Y W YN-‘. 
2. Lemma. If A’ is a finitely generated A-module, and I is aproper ideal of A, then 
IA’# A’. 
Proof. Assume IA’=A’. Let L be the conductor ideal, i.e. L = {XE A’ 1 xA’CA}. As 
A’ is finitely generated and A’/A is of finite length, L is not zero. Now A’L = L, so 
IL = L, and thus I”L = L for all n. Thus L c n I”= {0}, a contradiction. 0 
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3. Lemma. Let X be an A-module, with A C X C A‘. If X is projective, then A =X. 
Proof. SetI=X-‘(={aEA )aXCA}).ThenICACIA’; thus 1 belongstofA’,so 
by 2, f=A, and thus X=1-‘=A. 0 
4. Lemma. Let X be an A-module, with A C X C A’, and suppose that A’ is finitely 
generated over A. Set C=EndA X (= {kEK / kXcX}). Then ACCCA’, and ifX 
is projective as a C-module, then X = C. 
Proof. As X is finitely generated, C is a finitely generated A-module, and thus 
CCA’. Now CX=X, so as 1 belongs to X, CCX; by 3, C=X. q 
5. Lemma. Let F be a field, and T a finite dimensional unital commutative F- 
algebra. Suppose all unital subspaces of Tare algebras. Then T must be one of the 
folio wing: 
(9 F; 
(ii) a quadratic field extension of F; 
(iii) F x F; 
(iv) a local ring with square zero radical and residue field F; 
(v) F x F x F - in this case F = Z/22. 
Proof. We first observe that for all t in T, tF + 1. F is a ring; hence tZ belongs to 
tF + 1. F. Thus every element of F satisfies a quadratic polynomial over F. Next, if 
t” = 0, from t2 = at + b (a, b in F), we deduce that t2 = 0; hence all nilpotent elements 
are square zero. In addition, all quotients and unital subalgebras of T satisfy the 
same hypotheses as does T. 
Suppose T is a field of dimension n > 2 over F. Any subspace of dimension n - 1 
can not be an algebra, as it would then be a field, and then n - 1 would divide n. 
Thus all fields which arise as quotients of Tare either F or a quadratic extension 
thereof. 
Now suppose that T is semisimple; then T = F, x F2 x e-e x Fk where each 4 is 
either For quadratic over it. 
Assume kr3, and IF,/ >2. Select a in Fl - (0, l}, and set 
x=(a,O,l,O ,..., O)ET. 
Then x as an endomorphism of T has 3 eigenvalues, so cannot satisfy a quadratic 
over F. Hence k L 3 implies fi = Z/22 = F. 
Suppose k 14, and /&I= 2. Then the F-subspace generated by 
(1,L 1, 1, .*., l), (1, LO, . . . . O), (190, 1,090, .. ..O) 
does not contain (1, 0.0, . . . . 0), although this occurs in the algebra they generate. 
Hence kz3 implies k=3. 
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Now assume k = 2, and [F, : F] = 2. Select y in F, -F; consider x = (y, 1) E T. From 
x2 + ax + b = 0, we deduce 
y’+ay+b=O and 1 +a+b=O. 
But 1 cannot be a root of the same quadratic polynomial that y satisfies. Thus k = 2 
implies T=FxF. 
Suppose now that the radical, J, is not zero. Set f= T/J; we show J2= {0}, and 
T= F. Suppose x, y lie in J, and xy is not zero. Set A = 1. F+xF+ yF. By hypo- 
thesis, A is an algebra; hence we may find a, b, c in F such that xy = a + bx+ cy. AS J 
is nil, a = 0; as x2 = 0 = y*, multiplying first by x, then by y yields that a = b = c = 0, a 
contradiction. Thus J2=0 (which does not follow from every element squaring to 
zero). 
By the earlier comments, T is one of F, (F, a field with [F, : F] =2), FX F, 
F x F x F, or F. Assuming J is not zero, we show that only the last case can arise. 
If jr is a quadratic field extension, select y in f but not in F. Choose z in T with 
t + J = y. As y satisfies an irreducible quadratic, and z satisfies a quadratic, we find 
that t satisfies a quadratic, z’+ az + b = 0, which is irreducible; thus y2 + ay + b = 0. 
Select x in J - (0). Consider A = 1 e F + zF-txF; as A is hypothesized to be an 
algebra, we quickly deduce J(A) =xF, hence w=dx for some d in F. Then 
(z - d)x = 0; as y-d is not zero, z-d is invertible, a contradiction. 
NowsupposeJ#OandT=FxF(orFxF~F).SelecteinT-Jsuchthate~-e 
belongs to J, but e - 1 does not. As there is an equation of the form e2 + ae + b = 0 
(a, b in F), computing mod J, one quickly obtains a = -1 and b = 0. Hence e2 = e. 
Select x in J - {O}, and form A = 1. F + eF + xF. As in the previous paragraph, A is 
an algebra, and J(A) = xF. Then ex = dx for some d in F, multiplying by e, d = 0 or 1; 
i.e. either ex=x or ex=O; thus, respectively, either (1 -e)x=O or (1 -e)x=x. We 
may thus assume ex =x. Consider r = e + x. From t-? + fr + g = 0 (Xg in F), it follows 
that 
e2+2ex+fe+fx+g=0. 
Thus mod J, e(1 +f) = -g, so g= 1 -f = 0 (as e+ J is a nonzero idempotent), and 
thus 2x-x=0, so x=0, a contradiction. 0 
6. Theorem. Let A be a noetherian domain of Krull dimension one, such that A’ 
(the integral closure of A in its fieId of fractions K) is a finiteIy generated A-module. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Any intermediate ring 
AcA,cA’ 
is Gorenstein. 
(ii) Every ideal of A is projective over its endomorphism ring. 
(iii) (a) Every A-module X with A C X C A’ is a ring and 
(b) there does not exist a maximal ideal M in A with both the properties 
A/M= Z/22 and End(M)/M= Z/ZU x 2122 X U/22. 
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Proof. (i) = (ii). This is established in [l; 7.31. 
(ii) * (iii)(a) As A’ is a finitely generated A-module, X is A-isomorphic to an ideal 
of A; hence X is projective over its endomorphism ring, and by Lemma 4, X is a 
ring. 
(ii) = (iii)(b) Suppose such an M exists. First consider End(M)/M as a Z/22- 
module; it is a 3-dimensional vector space, hence we may find exactly 7 distinct 
A-modules X such that MCXCA’ and X/M of dimension one, and 7 distinct A- 
modules Y with AC YCA’ and A’/Y of dimension one. We are going to list all 
possible choices for X and Y, and construct one (a ‘Y’) which leads to a contradic- 
tion to (ii). 
We may have assumed from the outset that A has already been localized at the 
maximal ideal M. Next, M factors in End(M) into a product of three distinct 
maximal ideals, M=NIN2N,. As M is projective (i.e. invertible) as an End(M)- 
module, it easily follows that each N; is invertible as well. As M is the only maximal 
ideal of A, the {N;} constitute all of the maximal ideals of End(M). Thus (all the 
maximal ideals being invertible) End(M) is Dedekind, and so End(M) =A’. 
Defineintermediate ringsA CAjCA’,Ai = Ni+,N,+z+Z(indexing ismod 3, theZis 
formal -either char(A) =2, in which caseAi= N;, , Ni+i+2@ (H/22)~ 1, orchar( 0, 
in which case Ai=Ni+,Ni+2+iZ. ICA’). We observe that MGN;Nj (i+j), SO 
ASA;. Next, N,NJ+ZGN,N2+Z would imply NIN3+N,Nz=NIcAJ, which 
leads to A 3 = A’. But A JN, N2= 2122, whereas A’/NI N2 has 4 elements. We thus 
deduce that the Ai are three distinct rings, with ASAisA’; as A’/,4 has just 4 
elements, there are no other intermediate A-modules. 
Set Pi = Ni fl Ai. As the Ni are prime ideals in A’, the Pi are prime ideals in A,, and 
the quotient is Z/2Z; additionally MsPisAi. Our 7 distinct choices for X are: 
A, NI N2, N, N3, N2NI, PI, P2, P3. There are 6 obvious choices for Y: (IA’/Y I= 2, as 
A-modules): A ,, AZ, Aj, N1, Nz, N3. From the lattice structure of A’/M (with respect 
to A-submodules), we quickly see that PI + PI is distinct from the other 6 choices for 
Y, J(P,+P2)/MI=4, and PI+Pz=P,+P3=P2+P3. 
Now we show that PI + P2 is not an /Ii-module. By reindexing, it suffices to show 
that (P, + P2)AI # PI + Pz. Assume equality occurs. As P,A, = PI, we have that 
P2 c PzA, G PI + Pz. Now P2 is an AZ-ideal, so if PzAl = P2, we would have 
P2A’= P2 (as A’=A, +A*), so that P2 would be an A’-ideal, of index 4. However, 
from unique factorization in Dedekind domains, the only ideals of A’ of index 4 
containing M are of the form NjNj+l, which cannot be an ideal in two of the Ai. 
The upshot of this subargument is that P2 is strictly contained in P2Al. Since 
P, + P,+ A’, we must have P2AI = PI + Pz. Hence PI + Pz is invariant under both A, 
and AZ, so under A’=Al+A2. Thus PI +Pz must be an ideal of A’, hence is 
maximal, and thus PI + Pz would have to be one of the Ni, a contradiction 
Therefore, End,_, (PI + Pt) must be A itself. As P, + Pz is a fractional ideal, from 
(ii) it follows that P, + Pz is a projective A-module. As A is local, it must be free, 
hence cyclic, so that there exists x in P, + P2 with P, + Pz =xA. As PI + P2 + A = A’ 
(otherwise, A C PI + Pl, so that the latter would have to be one of the Ai), we have 
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that A’=xA +A, so that A’ is two generated as an A-module. Thus A’/M is two- 
generated as an ,4/M-module; this clearly contradicts the dimension being three. 
Hence the hypothesized configuration may not occur, verifying (iii)(b). 
(iii) = (i). Now assume both halves of (iii). We proceed by induction on the length 
of A’/A, as an A-module. If A’=A (length equal to zero), then of course A is 
Dedekind. hence Gorenstein. Make the induction assumption, and let M be a maxi- 
mal ideal of A; we show that M-’ is two generated (or what amounts to the same 
thing, that M-‘/A =A/M). This will establish that A itself is Gorenstein [1; 6.31, so 
the result follows by induction (observe that by Lemma 5, the hypotheses of (iii) go 
up to intermediate rings between A and A’). Recall that M-’ = {krz K 1 kMCA}. If 
M-’ is projective then it is principal at all localizations (being isomorphic to an ideal 
of A), so by [I; 7.41, M-’ is two-generated. 
Hence we assume that M-’ is not projective. If kMcA, but kM$ZM, then 
kM + M = A, so that M-‘M = A; this would imply M (and thus M-‘) is projective. 
Hence M-‘=End(M)={kcK ICMCM}. Set B=End(M), so that ACBCA’. By 
hypothesis (iii) and Lemma 5, setting T= B/M, we have one of the following situa- 
tions: 
(I) T=A/M. Then (as MC&, B=A=h-I; this is impossible for a proper 
ideal M. 
(II, Ill) dim T (over A/M) is 2. Then, 
M-‘/A = B/A = (B/M)/(A/M) = A/M 
(the latter isomorphism obtained by dimension). 
(IV) T is local, with radical J such that J’= (01, and T/J=A/M. Then there 
exists a unique maximal ideal N, of B that contains M, and it satisfies: B/N = A/M 
and N2& M. We have two subcases: 
(a) N is B-projective. Then B/N being irreducible implies N/N2 is, (Lemma 1); 
as N2c M, we have N2= M, and the A/M dimension of B/M is thus 2. As 
MS A 5 B, it follows that dim(B/A) = 1, whence B/A = A/M. 
(b) N is not B-projective. By induction, B is Gorenstein, as are all rings 
B c C c A’; by [l; 7.31 all ideals of B are projective over their endomorphism 
rings. In particular, M is B-projective. Hence N’f M (as N is not projective), so 
that dim N/N2 2 2 (as an A/M vector space). 
Let C = Nil. As before, B C_ C GA’, and C is a ring. By induction and [I; 6.31, 
C/B = B/N = A/M. From the short exact sequence of B-modules 
0 - B/N - C/N - C/B - 0 
we deduce that the B/N- (hence A/M-) dimension of C/N is 2. As N is C-projec- 
tive, the C-submodule lattice of C/N is isomorphic to that of N/N2 (Lemma 1). 
Hence, as C-modules, the length of N/N’ is that of C/N. Hence 
dim(C/N) = dim(N/N’) = 2 (as B/N or A/M spaces). 
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As N’+M, N2$MsN$B; hencedim(B/M)=2. Thus 
dim(B/A) = dim(B/M) - dim(,-l/,M) = 2 - 1 = 1. 
So in all cases, B/A =A/M, and thus A is Gorenstein. G 
Examples satisfying (iii)(a) but not (iii)(b) are easily constructed. For example, in 
[2; Exercise 9B, p. lOI], it is shown that if A’ is the integral closure of Z in the cubic 
field extension, K = Q[x]/(x3 +x1 - 2r+ S), then A’/2A’ is a product of three copies 
of Z/22. Hence, if A = 2A’+ Z, (iii)(b) is violated. On the other hand, as every sub- 
space of A’OA (as a UZZ-vector space) is a ring, it easily follows that (iii)(a) holds. 
This idea, among others, was su,, Doested in a highly informative letter from 
Professor Bass in June 1979. 
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